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Winter Light
Through rooms within rooms and rectangles
within rectangles—Mary Beth McKenzie leads us
to encounter the figure in its radiant isolation.
By Maureen Bloomfield

I

n contrast to Daniel Barkley, who situates
his figures in a mythic landscape where the
only shelter may be the hull of an allegorical
boat, Mary Beth McKenzie looks into familiar,
domestic spaces: Manhattan apartments where
the figures are isolated, but safe and enclosed.
We see these figures then in context, and that
they’re resolutely urban is part of the meaning
of works that speak of and to a specific time
(now) and place (New York City). What’s outside the apartment is thus almost as important
as who is within it. “I like to set up a dialogue,”
says McKenzie, “between the outside and the
inside, the outer and the inner.” The streets
below the window may be jam-packed with
crowds; within the apartment’s walls a lone
figure is revealed. The painting is dramatic in

its immediacy, as if we the viewers were intruding, discovering a person who until this
moment had been concealed.
Italian Renaissance artists often posed the
subject of a portrait in front of a landscape
that was actual (a Tuscan or Umbrian slope in
Raphael) or dreamed (the dark, clotted landscapes of Leonardo). McKenzie alludes to that
convention by casting her figures in front of
windows showing a series of planes that imply
recession into space without resorting to threepoint perspective. The scene within the window alternates with the scene within the larger
rectangle. The effect is to heighten the import
of the figure’s presence, for she has turned her
back on the world to confront the artist and, by
extension, us.

Life from life

McKenzie works directly from life;
she enlists her models from friends
and students. “I paint people I
know and have looked at a lot already,” she says. “I always work
directly from life, partly because
I really enjoy interacting with the
person in front of me, but also

Family as subject
A portrait of the artist’s two daughters and
family pet, Marcsi, Zsuzsa and Pip (at left; oil,
43x50), shows how McKenzie makes use of
the space around and between the figures
to suggest their independence and yet connection.
In Green Wicker Chair (at right; oil, 64x48),
the figure is framed by a succession of interior frames, a rectangular motif repeated by
the delineated planks of the floor.
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because I love having a direct response to shape
and color. I love form—and nothing is more
beautiful than the human form.”
Determining where the figure should be
placed on the canvas is of primary importance,
but the artist’s decisions are often unconscious
ones. “I usually don’t have a preconceived
plan,” she says. “Determining the placement
has to do with the model, and it’s more intuitive.” McKenzie starts with thumbnail sketches
on pieces of canvas taped to cardboard in order
to “figure out the composition and the impact
of color.” Then, playing with the idea, she
does more thumbnails as she asks the model

Relationships as subject
The loft window with its incessant, cloudy
rectangles shows the city as a pattern of line
alternating with volume. The outside scene is
muted and cold; the interior is warm with the
light that seems to emanate from the lovers
in New York Window (oil, 73x56).

“I love form—and
nothing is more
beautiful than the
human form.”
—Mary Beth McKenzie
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to assume different poses. The immediacy of
looking and the rush from solving problems on
the fly are part of the allure of working from
life. “I hope, in my work, to say something on
a deeper level about my experience of life or
even about myself,” says McKenzie, “but this
isn’t altogether a conscious aim. I’m not thinking about anything like that while I’m painting. Instead, my involvement is with color and
form, abstract relationships and patterns.”

Meditations on light

In the early 1960s, the great Swedish filmmaker
Ingmar Bergman produced a trilogy of films

that examine crises of faith; Through a Glass
Darkly, the title of the first film, alludes to the
Apostle Paul’s description of our earthly vision;
Winter Light, the second film, describes a state of
mind exemplified by the long shadows that accompany unyielding northern light. McKenzie’s
characteristic light is akin to Bergman’s. Winter
Light, shot in black and white, is a meditation
on degrees of darkness and the fitful nature of
illumination. McKenzie’s interiors evince a similar insistence on a kind of light that is immutable—north light that stays the same throughout
the day. It’s the kind of light prized by painters,
of course, and McKenzie usually works within
it. As a result, the light in her interiors is often beautifully cold:
Blues, gray blues and bluish roses
predominate. For us viewing the
picture, to discover a figure that
often seems lit from within by a
warm light is startling.
About her process, McKenzie
says, “Everything is relationship. I’m looking for the large
shapes in relation to one another,
considering the entire canvas a
whole. I construct both sides of
the figure at once, while looking
for fluid lines and emphasizing
the large movements. I never
work on one side without considering its relationship to the
other side.” McKenzie establishes color relationships at the
beginning of the process. “The
first color you put on the canvas
is important. It will influence
the colors that follow.” She often reminds her students at The
National Academy and The Art
Students League that “the more
simply and abstractly you visualize the large patterns, the stronger
the resulting image will be.”

First love and others

McKenzie was born in Cleveland, in whose excellent art
museum she remembers seeing Vincent van Gogh’s Large
Plane Trees (1889, oil on linen,
36x29), a landscape he painted

The self in relation
McKenzie is drawn to couples as well as single figures.
Positioning the figures in
opposite directions, along
with the evocative use of
contrasting colors, contributes to the sensations of
tension and calm in Sleep
(above; oil, 36x50).
In Self-Portrait With
Matisse Print (at left; oil,
32x26), the artist invokes the
presence of Henri Matisse
by positioning a view of his
studio as if it were a window.
This portrait is part of the
collection of The Metropolitan Museum of Art.

on a chaperoned holiday from the mental
institution where he was confined in SaintRémy. Evincing the characteristic expressive line and swirling color, The Large Plane
Trees (see the piece at www.clevelandmu
seum.com) has the simplicity and authority
of an outburst. Indeed, Vincent painted it
quickly on a small piece of cheap linen. “It
was the first painting I fell in love with,”
says McKenzie. As an art student in Boston,
Cleveland and New York City, she worked
with two masters of the American scene:
Robert Brackman (1878-1980) and Robert
Philipp (1895-1981); both artists painted the
figure or groups of figures in interiors. “Robert Philipp really used paint; he was fluid. It’s

To see more of Mary Beth McKenzie’s work, click on
Gallery at www.artistsmagazine.com.
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hard to explain the way he used paint other
than to say he really painted. He was my biggest influence as a teacher.” Robert Brackman,
who himself studied with two other American
legends, Robert Henri and George Bellows,
also handled paint in a fluent, painterly way.
In fact, McKenzie published a book with the
title A Painterly Approach (Watson-Guptill,
1983, now out of print).

Ways of seeing

McKenzie regularly does self-portraits that
with their large, expressive eyes conjure the
spirit of Paula Modersohn-Becker, a German
Expressionist artist who was a friend of the
poet Rainer Maria Rilke’s and who died tragically after giving birth to her first child. For
both these artists, the self-portrait is a way
of testing ideas and keeping track. Certainly, McKenzie’s self-portraits explicitly comment on any artist’s passionate desire to see
and understand. In Self-portrait With Matisse Print (on the previous page), she places
herself in front of a print of Henri Matisse’s

Studio, Quay of Saint-Michel (1916, oil on
canvas, 57x46), one of the artist’s innumerable variations on the theme of an interior with
its requisite still life or sleeping pet, a domestic
scene that is usually countered by a window
that looks out to a Mediterranean landscape or
a picture in a frame; in either case, the frames
underline the illusion that we’re looking not at
a real scene but at what we consciously understand as a painting. The rift between painting
and reality, between a subjective construction and an objective fact, Matisse described
this way: “I do not create a woman. I make a
picture” (quoted in Pierre Schneider’s Matisse
(Rizzoli, 1984). Making a picture, for Matisse
and for McKenzie, too, requires that the natural world have a presence but that the natural
world be transformed. And how does such a
transformation take place? “It is feeling that
counts above all,” Matisse said. “It is not physical matter one renders, but human emotion.”
This October, The Art Students League will
mount an exhibition entitled “Why the Nude?
Contemporary Approaches.” Accompanying
the show, a panel discussion will bring together artists and critics. In preparing a statement for the catalog, McKenzie wrote, “I have

The figure in isolation
In Chelsea Hotel (at left; oil, 54x36), McKenzie
places the figure on the floor, in front of a window that looks out to a scene whose tonalities
echo and counter the shades of blue and gray
within. The simplicity of the gesture, coupled
with the cold, ambient light, evokes a mood
that speaks to the anxieties that are inescapably tied to urban life.
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Portraits of another
artist
When McKenzie’s daughter Marcsi came home from
school with a self-portrait,
the mother-artist was compelled to paint Marcsi, SelfPortrait, (far left; oil, 35x30).
The deft line that Marcsi
used to delineate her own
face is also evident in her
mother’s painterly drawing.
A grown-up Marcsi is the
subject of Marcsi, Window
(at left; oil, 48x40). McKenzie places Marcsi in front of
a window that comments
not only on the context (the
city as a backdrop) but on
the idea of a future (the city
as a place of opportunity
and dreams).

always been preoccupied with the human figure,
people alone or in relation to other people or
objects. I love relationships between people.”
Indeed, the artist who paints the figure enters
into a relationship with the model; the act is an
interaction. In front of McKenzie’s portraits we
feel acutely what it means to be looked at and
how it feels to be conscious––in the moment, in
the immediacy of here and now.
Maureen Bloomfield is editor of The Artist’s
Magazine.

About the Artist

Mary Beth McKenzie, elected to The National Academy
of Art in 1994, studied at the School of the Museum of Fine
Arts–Boston; at the Cooper School of Art (Cleveland); and at
The Art Students League and The National Academy of Design
(New York City). Her work is part of the 2oth Century Painting
and the 20th Century Prints and Drawings collections at The
Metropolitan Museum of Art and is also at the Smithsonian
American Art Museum and the National Museum of Women in the Arts (Washington, D.C.),
the Brooklyn Museum, the New Britain Museum of American Art (New Britiain, Conn.), and
the Butler Institute of American Art (Youngstown, Ohio). Spanierman Contemporary Gallery
in New York City represents her work. Visit her Web site at www.marybethmckenzie.com.
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